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Previously, enzyme kinetics derived from in vitro studies have been used in kinetic 
models of the central metabolism. However, these studies have typically been performed 
under optimized conditions, which rarely resemble the natural environment of enzymes 
inside the cell. Applying these in vitro obtained enzyme kinetic properties for kinetic 
modeling of the in vivo behavior of metabolic pathways might lead to erroneous 
predictions. Therefore, there is an urgent need for accurate data of enzyme kinetics which 
are valid under in vivo conditions. These can be obtained from perturbations of well 
defined steady-state conditions of whole cells and requires to measure enzyme levels, 
fluxes and metabolite levels. If perturbation experiments are carried out in a short time 
frame (seconds to minutes), the enzyme levels can be assumed not to change and hence 
only intra- and extracellular metabolite concentrations as a function of time are required 
to obtain the rates from the mass balances. 
This contribution presents the design and application of a BioScope, a mini plug-flow 
reactor, specifically designed for Escherichia coli. The dynamics of a large range of 
central metabolites were monitored in the first 40 seconds after the pulse directly in the 
reactor as well as in the BioScope. The reproducibility of the dynamic metabolite 
concentration profiles appeared good. Moreover, the BioScope metabolite concentration 
profiles were nearly identical with the metabolite concentration profiles obtained from 
the glucose perturbation experiment carried out directly in the reactor. Furthermore, it 
was observed that it is imperative to maintain oxygen rich conditions during perturbation 
experiments. This is also true for E. coli which shows a fast response (< 10 s) to 
environmental perturbations.  
 
